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DESCRIPTION
Dismantling the existing fixed
M.S. sheet by cutting, with due
care including folding, planks
grinder disc ect and protection
the glass and aluminum frame
existing their, all tools plants
cost included into the rate all
MS sheet would be handed
over to IBA. Complete the job
in all respect.
Providing and fixing in position
2"x2"x2"' thick angle Iron
frame plus 2"X2" x 2"' thick
flat strip at mid points of the
frame welded with existing MS
Columns at both edges , all
tools plants folding welding
machine rods, folding and
planks everything included.
after fixing red oxide paints
would be made over newly
fixed frame
2" x 2" x 2"' thick flat strip
providing and fixing Expanded
Metal/MS Jali 1/2" jali, welded
it all maround with angle iron
frame ,all tools , plants
welding’s folding and planks
also including into it complete
in all respect and as per
Engineer.
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providing and fixing 1/2" thick
ply at the back of framing
which would used as a
shuttering joint with frame
with ply by cut screws. All tools
plants , folding and planks also
included , Complete in all
respect as per the instruction
of Engineer
Providing and Fixing 1:2:4
concrete using 0 to 5 no. crush
chips about 1.5" thick concrete
would be placed, all tools ,
plants folding curing etc
would include in this item rate,
complete in all respect as
instruction of Engineer.
Providing and Placing 1:4
plaster 1" thick over the newly
placed concrete using SBR in
niro to joint old and new
concrete, all tools plants
folding curing etc. included
into it.
Providing and laying 03 coat of
weather shield paints as
existing colour and texture al
tools plants will be included
Total
13% SST
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